Spring 2023 Sussex Anthropology Research Seminars

Arts C, Global Studies Resource Centre (Room C175)

Tuesdays 3pm to 4.30/5.00 pm and then IDS Bar

31st January: Melissa Gatter (Sussex International Development and Anthropology)
Time and The Camp: Examining the politics of aid, power, and resilience through ethnography

7th February: Round Table with speakers: Rebecca Prentice, Filippo Osella, Paul Gilbert, Paul Boyce, Evan Killick (University of Sussex)
Social commitment, social transformation and social anthropology: A Round Table on Questions of 'Impact'

14th February: Clara Devlieger (LSE)
People who need rights: Disability, entitlement, and the rightful giver in Kinshasa

21st February: Maisie Tomlinson (Goldsmiths and Sussex Sociology)
"But where are the actual animals?" The politics, insights and pratfalls of a multi-species approach to ethnography

28th February: Caroline Bennett (Sussex)
When the dead bring the living: the global connections of the Khmer Rouge dead

7th March: Charlotte Al Khalili (Sussex, Leverhulme Research Fellow)
Examining the aftermaths of defeat ethnographically: the Syrian revolution a decade on

14th March: Christos Lynteris (University of St. Andrews)
How Plague Got Rats

21st March: Dalia Iskander (UCL)
Crafting Small, Grasping Big: how UK-based miniature makers reckon with the real through craft

28th March: Nile Davies (Sussex)
The Heritage of Cruelty: Abolition and the Politics of History